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Chapter 1

Introduction to Target Interfaces

A recent feature of CoSy is the addition of Target Interfaces to a number of engines. While the
technical description of Target Interfaces is in the CoSy document ”The CoSy Framework”
in Chapter 7, this application note explains more of the rationale and thinking behind the
technique of Target Interfaces.

One of the fundamental ideas behind CoSy is that the compiler developer must have the
freedom to change any aspect of the compiler. We believe this is a necessary prerequisite
behind making excellent compilers. This fundamental idea is visible from the single (yet
extensible) IR that binds all optimizing engines. It provides full freedom in the inclusion
and order of transformation steps: the design of CoSy does not pretend to know the best
transformation order for all potential target architectures but fundamentally enables phase
ordering and, now through Target Interfaces, facilitates target oriented behavior in many of
the compiler algorithms.

As compiler engineers, we have witnessed that it is insufficient to only create a new code
generator in order to create a highly optimizing compiler for a specific target. Indeed, one
wants to make sure that the IR is in the right shape just before it enters the code generator.
This shape is not equal for all targets and the compiler developer must have the control to
mold it into the right form.
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Chapter 2

Example High-Level Target Specific
Transformation

As an example, let’s consider zero-overhead loop instructions. Such instructions are a powerful
means to efficiently implement loops without the overhead of counting and jumping back to
the start of the loop. They are often found in embedded and signal processing architectures
that typically run tight loops and cannot afford the luxury of branch prediction. The issue
with supporting zero-overhead loop instructions is this: every single processor invents its own
implementation of zero-overhead loop instructions.

Just to name a few variations in their design: loop instructions may be nested, or not, may or
may not impose constraints on the control flow inside the loop, may implement an up-counter,
or a down-counter, may or may not expose the counter variable to be used in the code, require
a non-zero minimal number of iterations for the loop, may limit the size of the loop body,
may impose a (low) maximal number of iterations, and many more variants. Each of these
variations implies a different optimal shape of the loop.

Getting the loop into the right shape for the specific target architecture’s zero-overhead loop
instruction can be done in the code generator. In terms of engineering effort, however, that
is not the most appropriate place. The code generator is the right place for finding optimal
pattern matches, scheduling and register allocation trade-offs, and nitty-gritty details of the
calling conventions. To get the shape of a loop right and ensure boundary conditions for
the target’s zero-overhead loop instruction implies manipulating the control flow, changing
condition evaluation, adapting the code for the use of the iteration counter, and other details
that span a wider scope than the code generator’s pattern matching does.

All of this is better done at the mid-level compiler IR, CCMIR in CoSy. In CoSy, a number
of CCMIR-level engines deal with setting up the CCMIR so that the shape of the code is
exactly suitable for the supported zero-overhead loop instructions. These engines have options
that can be set to match the target’s requirements. When entering the code generator, the
CCMIR is perfectly aligned with the loop constructs that are required by the target. The
code generator does not have to deal with non-conforming loop shapes, and can focus on its
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Example High-Level Target Specific Transformation 2

domain of expertise.

This example shows how CCMIR-level transformations can be used to make the exit-CCMIR
match the target architecture. This is a general pattern: also for other features in the target
architecture, the CCMIR can be positioned in such a way that there is a good match with
the requirements of the target.

Thus we arrive at an important conclusion: it is useful for a compiler to match the transfor-
mation at its mid-level IR in such a way that they best serve that target architecture. So,
there is not one transformation and optimization flow that fits all targets best - the flow needs
to be specialized for the target.
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Chapter 3

Parametrization in CoSy

CoSy has a number of techniques that support the adaptation of the CCMIR-level flow to
the target architecture. Here is a summary:

• Most analysis, optimization and transformation engines have options. These can be
set up in a specific compiler so that the engine behaves best in the specific context.
Engines can run multiple times in the CCMIR transformation flow and the options can
be specific for each instance of the engine in that flow.

• Engines are modular and independent: an engine never directly depend on another
engine. It may be that an engine relies on (analysis) information created by another
engine, but that information then resides in the CCMIR. The dependency is on the
information in the CCMIR, not directly on the engine that produces it. This modularity
allows great freedom in the construction of the CCMIR transformation flow - the engine
order can change to best match the required exit-CCMIR.

• The CCMIR is fully documented and accessible. Thus, compiler writers can define their
own target specific engines and use them in the compiler. This process is augmented
by a huge library of CCMIR analyzing and manipulating functions (called ’functors’ -
in CoSy terminology) to support engine building.

It was recognized that there is a gap between engine options and engine writing. This recog-
nition comes from two sides. On one side the engine writer often finds that a transformation
decision really depends on the properties of the target. This is then solved by creating an
engine option that can be set to make the decision one way or the other. Some decisions,
however, are more complex than can be expressed in an option.

On the other side is the compiler developer who sees that an engine sometimes makes the
wrong decision. Although there is an option to modify the engine’s behavior, the engine
should not always make the same choice. The choice may depend on the specific instance and
how to deal with it can be architecture dependent.
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Parametrization in CoSy 3

And so we arrive at a desire to support engine plug-ins: snippets of code that can be called
from the engine to make crucial decisions or transformations. These plug-ins are called ’Target
Interfaces’ in CoSy.

Target Interfaces are effective because they allow the compiler developer to influence crucial
transformation decisions without having to be concerned with the many implementation de-
tails that are usually associated with writing a complete engine. The compiler developer only
needs to be concerned with making the right decision at the right place.
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Chapter 4

An Example of Target Interface

4.1 Constant table customization

A typical example of the use of a Target Interface is in the engine that creates constant tables.
In CoSy, this engine is called ’contab’. While constant handling might sound like a trivial
issue to deal with, building constants may actually require a good deal of attention to be
handled the most efficient way.

The engine handles all constants, including floating point, integers, fixed point and complex
variants. For floating-point constants, especially of size double (64-bit), the choice is not so
hard. To load 64 bits from code takes at least four but often more instructions. This is very
expensive in both code size and time. With just a few exceptions, it always makes sense to
load floating-point constants from a table.

This is what the engine takes care of. It modifies the CCMIR expression for a constant value
to loading the value from a table relative to the table’s base pointer. It also creates the table,
fills it with the required constants, and makes sure that duplicate constants are shared.

The exceptions are the few floating point values that are easy to load with in-line code. These
may be values such as 0, 1 and -1. For these, the engine has a simple option interface that
can be used to list the exceptional values.

For integers, the situation is more complex.

Instruction sets typically have a ’load-immediate’ instruction to load small integer constants
into a register. But it is hardly ever possible to load a full integer into a register using a
single instruction because the integer size is too large to fit within a single instruction. Thus,
longer instruction sequences are needed to load full-size integers. Often, two instructions are
sufficient, but not always.

This is where table look-up comes in. If the large integer is stored in a table and there is a ’load
from memory with offset’ instruction, a single instruction is sufficient, and code-size efficient.
But a trade-off needs to be made when using this instruction: loading from memory can easily
take more clock cycles and more power than multiple non-memory accessing instructions, in
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An Example of Target Interface 4.2

particular in an embedded processor where data caches are small or even absent.

Furthermore, although the load-with-offset instruction may be efficient, it does require the
base address of the constant table to be loaded. As addresses are often as large as integers,
this issue requires consideration too: only if multiple large constants are used multiple times
in a procedure, the loading cost of the base address is negligible.

4.2 Considering an 8-bit Load Immediate with Post-shift

Now let’s focus on an architecture that has an 8-bit load-immediate instruction with an
optional 32-bit post-shift and rotate included. It is a bit of a weird instruction, but some ar-
chitectures are build like this... Did anyone say ARM? Indeed: it has such an instruction. The
ARM assembler comes with a general MOV32 pseudo instruction that the assembler intelli-
gently translates from a pseudo 32-bit load-immediate into an efficient instruction sequence,
including the possibility to load it from a table. A high-performance compiler, however, would
like to keep its own control over cycle counts and the timing of memory loads and stores. So,
from this point, we will ignore the pseudo instruction.

The 8-bit immediate load with shift can load any value between 0 and 255 (inclusive) without
using the post-shift option. But it can also load 1261568 because that happens to be 77 times
2 to the power 14, which translates to loading 77 and post-shifting left 14 times.

Now let’s get back to the engine contab. It will happily move 1261568 into the table, but it
should not do that since there is an efficient single instruction to load that value. How to tell
the engine to leave this constant as it is?

If the option interface would be used, it would require a (very) long list of values to be listed
to the engine because there are many combinations of 8 bits and shifts possible. So that is
not feasible in practice.

Enter the Target Interface. The Target Interface ’constants’ of the engine contab has an func-
tion ’constants is candidate’. This function is called once for every constant in the CCMIR.
The function gets, as argument, the pointer to the constant expression. If FALSE is returned,
contab leaves the expression alone; if TRUE is returned, contab will turn the expression into
a table look-up, and extend the table.

So in the case of our 8-bit load-with-shift instruction, the function has to examine the value of
the expression. In this case, it would first check that the type of the expression is a mirInteger
type, and then examine the UnivInt (universal integer) value stored in it. If the bit pattern of
the value has 24 or more consecutive bits with the value 0 (allowing wrap-around the edges),
the function should return FALSE to prevent conversion to table-lookup.

If the architecture has an efficient 16-bit immediate load (such as the extended ARM instruc-
tion set), then values with 16 upper or lower bits set to zero should also return FALSE. For
other values, TRUE can be returned although the function can additionally consider the cost
of loading the base address of the constant table.

For all expression types other than integers, a similar type specific analysis can be done.
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Chapter 5

What is Inside a Target Interface

The easiest and preferred way to start developing a Target Interface is to copy the default
implementation from the engine. It provides a complete, compiling and executing starting
point for specialization.

A Target Interface can do anything an engine can do. It can have a state structure, use
functors and opaques, view and extend the SDL, and of course have some C code to do the
work. It can extend the options of the engine. So a target interface can have include files (for
its state structure), C files and SDL files. These are typically all together in one directory,
described by a micromenu.

A Target Interface can get a pointer to the engine state as well; it is usually passed to the
Target Interface by the ’init’ function. It should not/can not directly access the fields in it
because the engine state (an incomplete type from the Target Interface’s point of view) is
not part of the documented interface of the engine and can change at any time. The Target
Interface can also not directly call any functions in the engine, for the same reason.

The engine state pointer can be useful to have when the engine calls library functions that
themselves need the state, or when using ’call-back’ functions that the engine itself passes
to the Target Interface as an argument to one of its functions. (This is a bit recursive, but
sometimes the engine may have a useful utility function that it wants to make available to
the Target Interface. In such case, it can pass a function pointer to the Target Interface so
that the Target Interface can call-back the utility function.)

The Target Interface itself consists of a collection of functions. This collection, with fully
defined prototypes, is documented in the manual page of the engine. The overriding Target
Interface must supply all these functions; it is not so that the Target Interface can supply
only the one or two functions that it wants to specialize. This requirement is not hard to
meet when the development of a specialized Target Interface starts by copying the default
interface.

A Target Interface has at least the following four functions: name init(), name cleanup(),
name work() and name endwork(), where name is replaced by the actual name of the Target
Interface. The init and cleanup functions are called once at the start and end of the compiler
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What is Inside a Target Interface 5

respectively, for every instance of the engine in the compiler (remember that engines may
appear more than once in the compiler flow; for example the engine deadblock is typically
called more than once). The work and endwork functions are called at the start and the end
of a work unit of the engine, typically once for the mirUnit or for every mirProcedure.

The arguments to these functions provide the Target Interface access to the context, which
can be stored in the Target Interface specific state structure. This state structure has to be
created, initialized and returned by the init function. After this, every function in the Target
Interface gets the state structure pointer as its first argument. The init function also gets
the engine’s optionType structure as its first argument; this allows the Target Interface to
provide its own options to the engine.

In addition to these four functions the Target Interface has its own engine specific functions.
Quite often, there is example and skeleton code in the default Target Interface that the
developer can use to build on. However, it is only the prototypes definition of the Target
Interface’s functions that have to be implemented. Anything else is free to change (within
the rules of engine writing).
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Chapter 6

Getting Started: Some Engineering
Details

A default Target Interface for the engine contab is included in the engine. This is always true
for Target Interfaces. If the compiler constructor does not override the Target Interface, the
default is included. That default will implement a reasonable behavior for the choices to be
made. This is documented in the engine’s man-page, where the specific documentation of the
Target Interface is found.

In the micromenu of the engine contab there is an entry ’INTERFACE constants’. This says
that the engine has a target interface with the name ’constants’, and that the engine has a
directory of that name.

The default Target Interface can be overridden by supplying a compiler specific Target Inter-
face. When constructing the compiler with the mkc command, it is checked if the following
directory exists (where $GENDIR is the directory where generated compiler sources go during
compiler construction):

$GENDIR/interfaces/<engine-name>/<target-interface-name>

If so, the Target Interface in that directory is used instead of the default Target Interface
with that name for that engine.

To get the Target Interface in that place, one must use a GENERATOR field in the micromenu
of the compiler or code generator. The argument of the GENERATOR field is the Makefile
that is called before all else. A GENERATOR is also used in the code generator to call
the BEG back-end generator on the CGD files: it generates the sources needed to complete
engines like match and sched.

The Makefile indicated by the GENERATOR field must have two entries: ’pre-flattening’
and ’post-flattening’. The pre-flattening entry (so named because it is called before SDL
flattening is done) must be used to copy the Target Interface from its source location to the
$GENDIR sub-directory. A simple copy suffices: the CoSy framework automatically checks
for changes compared to the previous run of mkc.
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Getting Started: Some Engineering Details 6

In this case, the sources of the ’constants’ Target Interface of the engine contab can be
considered part of either the compiler or the code generator. The source of the target specific
Target Interface can be placed in one of those two locations. The GENERATOR field should
be placed in the micromenu of that chosen location.

Once in place, go ahead and experiment with some modifications.
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Chapter 7

Any Questions about Target
Interfaces

So there it is: an interface to implement Target Specific behavior in the compiler that is more
powerful than engine options and less complex than writing complete engines. To try one,
perhaps the Target Interface of the new contab engine is a nice place to start. Check out
the current implementation of the engine lowerintconst to check what that currently does to
integers. It may well be possible to replace its use completely by a simpler and easier to
maintain Target Interface for contab.

If any questions remain (and don’t forget to check the CoSy Framework document for a more
formal treatment), feel free to contact support at ACE.
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